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One of our methods, called Table-Lookup Haar (TLHaar) is an approximation of the Haar Integer Wavelet Transform (Haar IWT). The Haar IWT takes two integer data values A and B and using averaging and differencing produces a low-pass value L and a high-pass value H, both integers. Because of the differencing that occurs a sign bit must be stored for nonzero H. TLHaar eliminates the need for sign bits. When operating on n-bit data, this technique uses a set of 2D lookup tables called AB2HL and HL2AB. Each of these tables is square, with an edge dimension of 2 n , and an entry width of 2n bits. Given two low-pass values A and B, during the forward transform A and B are used as indices into AB2HL. The entry at AB2HL[A] [B] gives the corresponding high-pass coefficient H and low-pass value L. HL2AB is used when reversing the transform, taking H and L as indices and returning A and B.
IfH andL indicate values produced by the original Haar transform, the lookup tables used in TLHaar have the following properties:
That is, for any given two pairs of data values their high-and low-pass values as created by TLHaar will have the same relationships as those created by the Haar transform. To create the lookup tables we initialize each with an identity transform, giving us a 1:1 mapping between the two tables. We then sort the tables according to equations 1 and 2, until convergence. We compared TLHaar to the Haar IWT using a variety of 8-bit image types, and performed simple compression tests. TLHaar executes up to 44% faster. Compression results are mixed, and depend on the compression method used and the image type. Future work involves using TLHaar with more sophisiticated compression techniques, such as the Zerotree encoding scheme.
